Jaguar xj6 rear suspension diagram

Jaguar's independent rear suspension IRS designed by William Heynes, chief engineer has
been a common component of a number of Jaguar production cars since , passing through two
major changes of configuration up to and last used in the Jaguar XK8 and Aston Martin DB7.
This article concentrates on the first generation Jaguar IRS, which firmly established the
marque's reputation for suspension sophistication, combining as it did smooth ride with
excellent roadholding and low levels of noise, vibration, and harshness NVH. The two
generations overlap in time due to their being used in both full size and sports models that were
updated at different times. When first introduced, it was relatively rare for British cars to have
independently sprung rear wheels, [1] most production cars of the time using live axles.
Independent suspension systems offer the advantage of lower unsprung mass to improve
roadholding, and when properly designed, the ability to maintain the roadwheels perpendicular
to the road surface during cornering and in response to uneven road surfaces, further
improving roadholding. The reduction in transfer of vertical undulations in road surface to the
vehicle body also provides a smoother ride. Jaguar's first IRS system took five years to
develop. The assembly was manufactured in three different sizes with differing track widths to
suit different models. The IRS is built around a fabricated steel crossbeam that allows it to be
relatively easily removed from the vehicle as a complete assembly. This feature has made it
suitable for adaptation as a non-standard component on other vehicles. The rear wheels are
located transversely by top links and wheel carriers green and lower links cyan. The top link is
the driving half-shaft with a universal joint at each end. The lower link pivots adjacent to the
differential casing at its inboard end and where it meets the wheel carrier at the wheel hub
casting violet at its outboard end. The pivot bearings at each end of the lower link are widely
spaced so as to provide maximum longitudinal rigidity. Suspension is provided by two coil
spring and damper units yellow on each side of the differential casing four in total , the spring
and damper units attaching to the crossbeam at the top and the lower link at the bottom. The
crossbeam is located by two radius arms see photo above each of which runs forward from the
lower link to a point on the vehicle body and is pivoted at each end via rubber bushings. In
order to insulate the passenger compartment from noise, vibration and harshness NVH , the
independent rear suspension was designed to be carried in a separate crossbeam assembly
attached to the vehicle body by four rubber vee-blocks. The only other points of contact with
the vehicle body i. The fabricated steel crossbeam carries the differential and inboard brakes if
fitted. The differential is a Salisbury 4HU or Dana unit with a hypoid spiral bevel gear. It provides
final drive reduction ratios ranging from 2. The bolts that attach the differential to the subframe
have small holes through their heads so that they can be safety wired to prevent them coming
undone, which would otherwise be difficult to detect since they can only be accessed when the
whole suspension assembly is removed from the car. A limited slip differential was standard on
some models and optional on others. The first generation IRS always had the disc brakes
mounted inboard, the brake units being located immediately adjacent to the differential and
braking its output shafts. The top link is a fixed-length half-shaft universally jointed at each end.
The wheel carrier takes the form of a splined stub axle for knock-off wheels or a stub axle and
hub plate for 5-lug wheels. In later XJS models with outboard rear brakes, the wheel carrier,
brake discs and parking brake drum were a single cast steel unit. In all cases the wheel carrier
runs in bearings mounted in a large cast aluminium hub carrier. Each lower link is fabricated
from a steel tube with a two-pronged fork welded to each end. The outer end of the lower link
pivots about a fulcrum shaft, which runs longitudinally through the bottom of each hub carrier.
The inner fulcrum mounting is adjacent to the bottom of the differential casing. Wide spacing of
the pivot bearings provides both torsional and fore-and-aft rigidity to the hub carrier. This
prevents the hub carrier from twisting relative to the differential and is also necessary because,
with driveshafts acting as the upper suspension links, the hub carrier has no other way of
resisting fore-and-aft movement. The top and lower link pivots use roller bearings , reducing
friction relative to plain bearings and improving both the smoothness and speed of suspension
response. The position and shape of the rubber vee-blocks and Metalastik bushes are designed
to ensure sufficiently rigid suspension mounting for good control whilst successfully isolating
the body from NVH. The lower link itself is not designed to carry normal acceleration and
braking forces, so it is located by two radius arms that run forward from each lower link to
points on the unitary construction vehicle body, beneath the rear passenger compartment. Each
radius arm attaches to its lower link at a point just outboard of the bottom spring mountings
and pivots vertically about its fixing bolt. The fixing bolts pass through a small Metalastik bush,
which consist of a metal sleeve held within a rubber bush. Where the radius arm meets the
vehicle body, it is attached by a vertical bolt passing through a large Metalastic bush that is
pressed into the forward end of the radius arm. Safety straps retain the radius arms in proximity
to the vehicle body should one of the front securing bolts happen to come loose. As a

consequence of the radius arm forward attachments not being on the axis of the lower link arm
inner pivots, it would appear at first glance that free movement of the suspension would be
impossible without some components bending, or the trailing arm elastomeric bushes being
compressed unduly. However, as described above, the crossbeam is rubber mounted to the
body. The crossbeam and lower links maintain the correct toe angle of one wheel relative to the
other, however due to the relative angles of the trailing radius arms, body roll results in the
entire cross-beam and lower links pivoting slightly about the crossbeam's mounting points,
thus inducing a small amount of passive rear wheel steering , which may result in significantly
improved handling. When the Jaguar components are re-used in other vehicles, the differential
is often rigidly mounted to the chassis, different radius arm configurations are used, and the
passive rear wheel steering effect is lost. Springing and damping are provided by four coilover
spring and damper units which attach to the crossbeam at the top and the lower links at the
bottom. The use of two spring and damper units on each side is unusual [4] and allows the use
of smaller springs, taking up less space and protruding less into the luggage area. Some
models were also fitted with an anti-roll bar , a torsion bar arrangement intended to reduce body
roll on cornering. For the first 32 years of production of the first generation IRS, the disc brakes
were mounted at the inboard ends of the driveshafts in order to minimise unsprung weight at
the outboard end. The hydraulic brake calipers were mounted directly onto the differential. Care
was taken to prevent heat generated by the brakes from damaging the differential output seals,
although this was never totally successful. For the â€” model XJS , the brakes were moved to
the outboard position. Moving the rear brakes outboard eliminated the heat transfer problem
and allowed for easier servicing. The parking brake then used brake shoes inside a brake drum
in the centre of the disc rotor. The following Jaguar cars were fitted with the first generation IRS
as part of their original specification. The second column indicates the vehicle's approximate
rear track , according to whether the narrow, medium, or wide version of the suspension
assembly was used. Because of its self-contained design the first-generation IRS was popular
to retrofit to other cars, as well as among hot-rodders. Jaguar made several fundamental
changes to the design of the IRS for the new XJ40 model, launched in The shape of the
subframe changed to an approximate triangle, bolted to the front of the differential and attached
to the car at approximately the same points as the radius arms of the first generation IRS. The
rear of the differential was further supported by a pair of link rods attaching it to the car's rear
floor structure. Rubber bushes at the attachment points provided the necessary levels of NVH
suppression. The fixed-length driveshaft as the upper suspension link remained, but the lower
wishbone became a fabricated steel box section with a much wider base. Putting the front and
rear pivots of the wishbones so far apart meant that the radius arms could be and were
eliminated. The original twin springs on each side were replaced by a single spring and damper,
acting against the car's body instead of the rear subframe. The brakes were moved to the
outboard ends of the driveshafts to enable better heat dissipation and easier servicing. The net
result was a reduction in overall weight, but the unsprung weight increased due to the
relocation of the brakes more than offsetting the weight reductions on springs and dampers,
and the NVH isolation deteriorated slightly. In on late XJ40 models, the attachment of the lower
wishbone to the hub carrier was changed to use a bolt with eccentric head, enabling the rear
toe-in adjustment that was not possible before without bending the arms. The following Jaguar
and Aston Martin cars were fitted with the second generation IRS as part of their original
specification:. The driveshafts had now ceased to be a structural part of the suspension, so
they could be fitted with constant-velocity joints that allowed their length to vary with
suspension travel. A heavily revised version will also underpin future Land Rover products
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De Dion tube. It was the first XJ produced entirely under Ford ownership, and can be
considered an evolution of the outgoing XJ40 generation. Like all previous XJ generations, it
features the Jaguar independent rear suspension arrangement. The design of the X placed
emphasis on improved build quality, improved reliability, and a return to traditional Jaguar
styling elements. Aesthetically, the X received several updates in the design refresh led by
Geoff Lawson in The mostly flat bonnet of the XJ40 was replaced with a fluted, curvaceous
design that accentuated the four separate round headlamps. Rear wings were reshaped to
accommodate the new wrap-around rear light clusters. Also, the separate black-rubber bumper
bar of the XJ40 was replaced with a fully integrated body-coloured bumper. The Jaguar "leaper"
hood mascot was installed only on cars for non-European markets. These vehicles feature 8
disc tumbler Tibbe lock barrels similar to Ford vehicles at the time, except Ford used a 6 disc

lock hence the key blade and barrels being shorter on Ford models. Aston Martin also used the
same locks as fitted to these Jaguar's. The interior of the X was similar to that found in the
XJ40, with some revisions. The seats were updated to have a more rounded profile, wood trim
was updated with bevelled edges, and the steering wheel was redesigned. Early X cars were
built without a front passenger glove-box, due to space constraints caused by the introduction
of a front-passenger airbag. Jaguar's V12 engine and AJ6 inline-six AJ16 engine were both
available in various X models, although they received significant updates. Both engines were
fitted with distributorless electronic engine management systems. The V12's new management
system was designed by Nippon Denso. The top aluminium cover in the engine's valley was
redesigned to house two packs of three coils each, with each coil having two high-tension
terminals for a total of twelve. The crankshaft in the V12 was switched from a forging to a chill
casting. A visibly significant chromed pipe connecting the left and the right banks of the V12 in
the XJ40 platform intended to vent and route the crankcase blow-by gas to the intake plenum
was changed with the introduction of the X to an almost invisible design at the top center of the
engine underneath a plastic cover that also hides fuel rails and coilpacks. Magnesium-alloy
valve covers and revised pistons featured in the engine, which was given the designation AJ It
was found in 4. The normally aspirated six-cylinder X cars used either a ZF four-speed
automatic gearbox 4HP on the 3. The 4HP automatic is mechanically controlled while the 4HP is
electronically controlled, allowing 4. This switch is replaced with a blanking plate on the 3. In
certain markets, such as North America, no manual gearbox was offered. According to David
Versical of Automotive News , Ford's influence was evident more in terms of "product
development processes than its parts bin". The X was available in both short- and
long-wheelbase body styles and in various trim levels. Some markets had a limited selection of
X models or features. For example, the North American XJ6 was only available with the 4. North
America did not receive the Sport, Executive, or Century models, nor was a manual
transmission offered. Power folding mirrors were standard in Japan and optional in all other
markets except the USA. The base model in the range was the XJ6, which featured the 3. On
these base cars, aluminium alloy wheels, leather upholstery, and air conditioning were all
extra-cost options. Later, the 4. The Sovereign model also used the AJ16 engine in either 3. The
exterior of the Sovereign was adorned with chromed trim in various locations: on the radiator
grille, rear light cluster surrounds, windscreen and rear window surrounds, rain gutters, window
frames, and boot-lid plinth. To attract younger buyers, Jaguar offered a "Sport" model with
wider 8-inch wheels, revised seats, and stiffer suspension. The Sport kept the matte-black
window surrounds from the base model, and is identified by "Sport" badges on the B-pillars and
"XJ Sport" badging on the rear. It was treated as a run-out specification for the XJ6 and so
separate production numbers are not available. There were two X variants, one with five seats
and one with four, which featured a raised centre console between the two adjustable rear
seats. Internally, Jaguar referred to the long wheel base version as the X Majestic, although
unlike the XJ40 they were never badged as such. The X bodies were built on the standard
production line, whereas the XJ40 Majestic started as a SWB body which was then taken away
and stretched by Project Aerospace in Coventry, before being returned and fitted out by Jaguar
Special Vehicle Operations. The XJR was introduced as a high-performance sport model, and it
was Jaguar's first-ever supercharged road car and only the second Jaguar road car to use
forced induction , after the turbocharged Jaguar XJ The XJR was fitted with larger 17" wheels,
compared to 16" on the rest of the range, along Pirelli P-Zero tyres, firmer suspension and a
taller 3. Cosmetically, the XJR differed from the standard cars with a body-coloured grille
surround, mesh grille insert, body-coloured boot-lid plinth, larger exhaust outlets, special
five-spoke "Sport" alloy wheels, and "XJR" badging. Rain gutters and window surrounds were
matte black, except on North American models where they were polished stainless steel. This
generation of the XJR model carries the code name "X". The XJ12 model which, along with the
short wheel base Daimler Double Six, carries the code name "X" featured the same trim level of
the Sovereign, but was powered by the 6. It is visually differentiated by the rear boot-lid "XJ12"
badge, a "V12" insignia inlaid on the passenger-side dashboard wood panel, a "V12" badge on
each B-pillar, chromed door mirrors and a gold-coloured Jaguar crest at the top of the radiator
grille surround. Only available transmission was a 4-speed automatic GM 4LE. In the US market,
this generation of the XJ12 was available only as model years which were all short-wheelbase
and which were all long. With a special dispensation for that model year expired, no model year
X models were sold in North America. In , the United States EPA and Jaguar Cars entered into a
settlement which extended the emissions warranty on and model year XJ12 sedans to 14 years
or , miles, due to their non-compliant NipponDenso Engine Management System , which was
unable to provide continuous misfire monitoring, a requirement for OBDII compliance. The
"Daimler" name was applied to the highest trim level of the X cars, and featured all the chrome

brightwork found on the Sovereign cars, plus chromed doors mirrors, chromed door handles,
and a fluted radiator grille surround. Vanden Plas X cars in the United States after MY are all
built on the long-wheelbase body shell, although they were only available with the six-cylinder
engine leaving the V12 available solely in the XJ12 model for that market. In , the Century model
was introduced to commemorate the centennial of the Daimler name. The Century was equipped
with all features and upgrades available on the X cars, plus chromed wheels, special exterior
paint, and electrically adjustable rear seats. A single two-door XJ convertible was built in to
commemorate Daimler's centenary. The concept car, called the Daimler Corsica, was based on
the Daimler Double-Six sedan and can seat four. The prototype, which lacked an engine, had all
the luxury features of an XJ sedan, but a shorter wheelbase. It is painted in a colour called
"Seafrost", which was later discontinued. The concept was a one-off, and may have been
intended for limited production beginning in The car has made a limited number of appearances
at car shows and events since The Daimler Corsica prototype is owned by the Jaguar Daimler
Heritage Trust, who have commissioned it to operate as a fully functional road-legal car. From
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e car "hunts" for the correct ride height, but doesn't find it, and the rear of the car ends up
bouncing up and down continually. Rolls Royce used this system back in the '70s, and it didn't
work well for them either. These systems are failure-prone and are expensive to repair. Because
of this, Jaguar produced a kit to remove the self-levelling rear suspension and replace it with
conventional shocks. This kit contains every part needed to affect the repair, including springs,
shocks, spring seats, nuts, etc. There are cheaper kits available, but they aren't worth messing
with. These kits re-use the original springs and leave the car sitting too low in the rear. The
original springs were designed for the hydraulic shocks to support some of the car's weight,
and are therefore too weak to support the car by themselves. You'll spend at least as much on
the repair as for the kit, only to have the system fail again. And again. Can't find the new or used
part you need? Online Payment Service.

